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CTF - Translation  
 
Phnom Penh Municipality Administration  
No. 019/21 សណន 
 

ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTION 
ON 

Restricting the implementation of administrative measures for work, occupation or business 
activities and private gathering or meeting in Phnom Penh Geography 

 

In the context of the spread of Covid-19, the “20 November Community Event” and after the 
Royal Government of Cambodia issued the Decision on the end of Lock down of Phnom Penh 
geography and Takhmao city of Kandal province, Phnom Penh municipality administration has always 
been paid high attention in implementing 3 measures, namely administrative, health and social 
protection measures, and gradually besides geographies defined as “ Dark Yellow Zone”, some 
measures have been loosen up based upon necessary needs, business situation and the evolution of 
Covid-19.  

As a remark, recently, while the administrative measures had been loosen up, owner of private 
companies, owner of financial institutions, factories- enterprise, owner of restaurants- canteen, 
businesses, construction sites, mart, store, management of State/ private market, civil servants, 
contracting personnels, administrative staffs, employees, workers, vendors, and some citizens seem 
to be neglect, forget to self-protect and failed to give attention in implementing or failed to 
implement the imposed measures, which is a risk causing  severe outbreak, which may cause some 
geography becoming “ Yellow Zone”, “Dark Yellow Zone” and “Red Zone” over again.  

Having seen the necessity to combat and prevent the spread of Covid-19, Phnom Penh 
municipality administration would like to remind and impose additional instruction, aiming to restrict 
the implementation of administrative measures for work, occupation or business activities and private 
gathering or meeting which are exempted, and not located in the “Dark Yellow Zone” in Phnom Penh 
geography as below:  

1. Owner of private companies, owner of financial institutions, owner of factories- enterprise, 
owner of restaurants- canteen, businesses, construction sites, mart, store, management of 
State/ private market, civil servants, contracting personnels, administrative staffs, employees, 
workers, vendors, and all citizens residing, working or doing business and traveling across 
Phnom Penh geography, must be obliged to wear mask and maintain safety distance, in 
accordance with Prakas no. 81 ស.នក.ប្រក dated March, 2021 of Health Ministry on the 
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obligation to wear mask and maintain safety distance during the Covid-19 community 
outbreak.  

2. Owner of private companies, owner of financial institutions, owner of factories- enterprise, 
owner of restaurants- canteen, businesses, construction sites, mart, store, management of 
State/ private market must arrange safety entrance- exit, limit entrance-exit, and limit guest 
entry capacity in a certain number appropriate with size of business premises to ensure 
physical-social distance, and ensure to have enough ventilation, avoiding crowded circulation 
or people gathering which is risk of Covid-19 spread  and to maintain 1,5 meter safety distance 
in each business location. 

3. Encourage owner of private companies, owner of financial institutions, owner of factories- 
enterprise, owner of restaurants- canteen, businesses, construction sites, mart, store, 
management of State/ private market, civil servants, contracting personnels, administrative 
staffs, employees, workers and all vendors to bring foods from home to eat while on duty at 
work place or while doing business, but it’s absolutely forbidden to gather to have meal or 
any gathering which failed to implement 1,5 meter safety measure, in whatever circumstance.  

4. Encourage owner of private companies, owner of financial institutions, owner of factories- 
enterprise, owner of restaurants- canteen, businesses, construction sites, mart, store, 
management of State/ private market to arrange staff canteen and pausing place for 
administrative staffs and workers/ employees, following health measures and must regularly 
clean workplace, business location or any site, to ensure safety and business sustainability in 
accordance with the “New normalization in the context to combat Covid-19 epidemic.  

5. State market’s management must continue to pay attention to adhere to the essence of the 

Decision no. 114/21 សសរ dated May 20th, 2021, of Phnom Penh municipality administration 

concerning the reopening of all State’s market in Phnom Penh geography. 
6. Encourage the citizens to stay home and avoid unnecessary travel. In case of necessary 

gathering, or travel, must be obliged to wear mask and maintain safety measures and abide 
by the Instruction of Health ministry, to prevent the Covid-19 spread.  

7. Work, occupation or business activity at high risk of Covid-19 widespread namely, schools, 
including State/ private vocational training schools except school providing online class, c all 
kinds of entertaining clubs business, i.e., Karaoke, KTV, night club, beer garden, discotheque, 
casinos, resorts, museums and leisure park, massage and spa business, cinema, art performing 
hall, sport club, and gym etc. shall continue to suspend operation till further notice.  

8. All work, occupation or business activities and private meeting or gathering must strictly 
implement health safety measures, keep good hygiene to disinfect, temperature screening, 
QR Code scanning and must follow Instruction of ministry of Health, competent ministries-
institutions and local authorities.  
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9. All civil servants, contracting personnels, administrative staffs, employees, workers, vendors 
and all citizens must fully adhere to the “3 Dos and 3 Don’ts measures” of Samdech Akka 
Moha Sena Padei Techo HUN Sen, Prime minister of Cambodia. 

10. The 14 Khan administrations and competent units/ department attached to Phnom Penh 
municipality administration must inspect all work, occupation or business activities which are 
exempted and work, occupation or business activities which shall continue to suspend as 
indicated in Point 7 above and all individual meeting, gathering in each location, in order to 
ensure accurate implementation of the essence of this Instruction. Any owner of private 
companies, owner of financial institutions, owner of factories- enterprise, owner of restaurants- 
canteen, businesses, construction sites, mart, store, management of State/ private market or 
any individual failed to collaborate with or implement this Instruction, must be subject to 
administrative and legal measures including public announcement of the offenders, 
accordingly with the Law on preventive measures against the spread of Covid-19 and other 
deadly infectious diseases and other relevant regulations in force, without any exception.   

 Having received this Instruction, Director of Phnom Penh Administration, Phnom Penh 
Police Commissioner, Commander of the Royal Gendarmerie of Phnom Penh, Governor of the 
Board of Governor of the 14 Khan, head of department, head of expert department, units 
attached to Phnom Penh administration, owner of private companies, owner of financial 
institutions, owner of factories- enterprise, owner of restaurants- canteen, businesses, 
construction sites, mart, store, management of State/ private market civil servants, contracting 
personnels, administrative staffs, employees, workers, vendors and all citizens must participate 
to implement this Instruction effectively with high responsibility spirit, from this signing date 
onward. 

Phnom Penh, June 11th, 2021  
Governor of the Board of Governor of Phnom Penh  

Signed and sealed 
 

KHUONG Sreng 
 

Receiving places: 
- Ministers’ council 
- Interior Ministry  
- Ministry of Economy and Finance 
- Ministry of Health 
- All ministries-institutions 
- Phnom Penh Advisory Council 

“For information” 
- Phnom Penh Police Commissioner 
- the Royal Gendarmerie of Phnom Penh 
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- the 14 Khan administration 
- relevant Department-units attached to PP administration 

“For officialize” 
- all media  

“For promoting” 
- Document-chronology  

  Prepared by  
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                  
 

  Mrs. SUN Rasey, 
   Legal &compliance Manager, Thalias Co., Ltd 

 
Disclaimer: This document is a translation provided by CTF for information purposes only and 
shall not be regarded as an official translation. This translation has been prepared solely on the 
basis of information obtained from publicly available sources. While care has been taken to ensure 
the authenticity of those sources, CTF disclaims all responsibility and shall not be liable in any way 
(directly or indirectly) for the accuracy, completeness, or veracity of the information used in this 
document, or for any reliance upon this report by any party. 
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